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Perfor•••anee: 
The Tropicana, Las Vegas, one of 
the world's truly abundant resort hotels, 
where pleasures are limited only 
by time. Among them, championship 
golf on our own 18 hole country 
club, swimming, indoor and outdoor 
tennis, and 6 handballlracquet courts. On 
the Tiffany Theatre stage, you'll 
find yourself entertained like you've never 
been entertained before, starring the 
Folies Bergere . Plus continuous 
entertainment in the Blue Room Lounge. 
And several triumphant restaurants 
including the resplendent Gourmet Room 
and the unique Lord Byron Inn where 
epicureans rejoice. 
Come join the beautiful people 
at the Tropicana. Call toll free 800-634-6693 
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THIS IS THE OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF 
NEVADA, LAS VEGAS RUNNIN' REBEL BASKET-
BALL GAME PROGRAM, PUBLISHED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLET-
ICS. IT WILL BE PRINTED 18 TIMES DURING THE 
1975-76 SEASON. THE PRODUCTION IS BY PRO 
ADVERTISING, 2601 McLEOD, LAS VEGAS; 
PRINTING BY AMERICAN PRINTING OF LAS 
VEGAS; PRO IS THE ADVERTISING REPRESENT-
ATIVE OF THE 1975-76 UNLV FOOTBALL AND 
BASKETBALL PROGRAMS. 
EDITOR: 
DOMINIC CLARK 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
JOHN GOAD, ROBERT McGREGOR 
ADVERTISING: 
THOMAS C. ELGAS, JOHN TUDOR 
NCAA MEMBER 
COMPANY 
Travel on Exciting Tours to many parts of 
the world, confident in the knowledge that 
your tour is prepared and backed by one of 
the most respected names 
in the travel industry. 
0 HAWAII CARAVAN [:! MEXICO CARAVAN 
0 OTHER EXCITING ADVENTURES 
INFORMATION DESIRED 
cnv ________ _ 
STATE ______ ZIP __ 
POSTOFFICEBOX15313 • LASVEGAS. NEVADA • 89114 
• TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST 
309 SOUTH THIRD STREET 
1095 EAST SAHARA AVENUE 
807 SOUTH DECATUR BOULEVARD 
1829 EAST CHARLESTON 
BOULEVARD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
Telephone: (702) 385-5566 
1 
2 
• 
InC. 
COMPLETE SHOWROOM 
FOR ALL YOUR 
FLOORING 
NEEDS 
VINYL FLOORS 
CARPET 
3250 SIRIUS AVE. LAS VEGAS 
UNLV BASKETBALL Faces Behind the Scenes 
Bill Ireland 
A thletic Director 
Dallas Norton 
Faculty 
Athletic Representative 
Roger Barnson 
Assistant 
Athletic Director 
Sherman Bennett 
Ticket Manager 
ATHLETIC 
STAFF 
Athletic DirtH: tor 
Bill Ireland (702) 739-3483 
Assistant Athletic OirtJCtor 
Roger Barn son 739-J.CSO 
Women 's A thletfc Dfrec tor 
Barbara Qu inn 739·3300 
Sports Information Dirttetor 
Dominic Clark 739-3207 
Ticket ManagBr 
Sherman Bennett 739-3678 
Team Physician 
Or. Thomas Armour 
Head Trainet 
Rodney Poindexter 739-3380 
Assistant Trainer 
Joan Gillette 739-3380 
Head Basketball Coach 
Jerry Tarkanian 739-3295 
Assistant Baslultball Coaches 
Ralpfl Readout 7J9.3234 
lynn Arch tbald 739-3234 
0Mno~ Hortges 739-3234 
Head Footba/f Coach 
Ron Meyer 739--3400 
Assis tant Football Coachtts 
Doog Carder 739-3466 
Aon Smeltzer 739-3452 
Chns Ault 739-3456 
Larry Kennan 739-3466 
Steve Sidwell 739-3452 
Jim Anderson 739-3456 
Many McGulfey 739-3156 
Aon Gustafson 739-3156 
Scott Schuhmann 739-3156 
Baseball Coach 
Fred Dall imore 739-3499 
Track and Cross Country Coach 
AI McDan iels 739-3256 
Goll Coach 
Chub Drakulich 739-3289 
Tennis Coach 
Fred A lbrecht 739-3621 
In tramura l Director 
Bill Scobie 739-3155 
Soccer Coach 
Tom Khamis 739-3483 
Swimming Coach 
Vic Hecker 739-3636 
Football Secretary 
Jinx Cochrell 
Secretary to the Athletic Director 
Charlotte Summers 
Department Secretary 
Shirley Blackburn 
Basketball Secretary 
Carol Forsythe 
Equipment Manager 
Floyd Browning 739-3154 
Dominic Clark 
Sports 
Information Director 
DQC:Il/f 
Gil Castillo 
Manager 
Floyd Browning 
Equipment Manager 
Rodney Poindexter 
Trainer 
FOLLOW THE REBELS HOME AND AWAY 
witiJ 
BOB BLUM 
SPONSORED BY 
Western Airlines • Valley Bank of Nevada 
Holiday Casino • Jack MaHhews & Co. Realtors 
Vegas Paints • Charleston/Ponderosa TV & Appliance 
Stardust Hotel 
KLAV I :ft· rt-j ~]:t·l 
HOME OF THE GOOD SPORTS 
3 
4 
UNLV ASSISTANT COACHES 
Dennis Hodges 
Lynn Archibald Odis Allison 
aner the game visit the 'BOAT 
NOW .. . 70 CHAMPIONSHIP 
BOWLING LANES 
SHOWBOAT 
Hotel, Casino a Lanes 
2800 E. FREMONT • LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
STATE FARM 
INSURANCE 
® 
Joe Ream 
Mike Turpen 
Dick Travis 
John White 
Dan Taylor 
Lee Pahl 
Teresa Denning 
Russ Hallett 
Jerry Baker 
Gene Carey 
Bruce Holloway 
Les Nickell 
Ev Chase 
Bill Keairnes 
Norman Horn 
Jerry Ashby 
Gene Scheppmann 
AI Stefanowicz 
Bob Piper 
John Taylor 
Joe Leal 
Mike Corday 
Jay Hodapp 
George Blackwell 
Rod Bradley 
Mike Cutler 
Bill Humphrey 
Danny Lee 
Dennis Locket 
Ovid Moore 
Charley Shumway 
Mike Pinjuv 
Joe Rowan 
John Strodl 
Lee Syphus 
Curtis Watson 
Lew Musgrove 
Bob McBride 
5 
6 
~f?®.~~~W&l~~ ~ J-IOTEL ahd CASINO 
33'20 LAS VEGAS BLVD. SO. 
fNJOY A t6 o,. PORTERHOUSE 
STEAK fOR ONL.V ~ 4,q 5" 
PLAV A GAME Of BACKGAMMON 
FRE"E' WHILE SIPPIN6 OUR 
50~ BAR DRINKS 2-4. HRS. ADAY 
DUSK TO DAWN ENTERTAINMENT 
IN THE KON TIKI LOUNGE 
POKER NOW AVAILABLE 
tOR YOUR P1..EASURE 
READY MIX 
Best 
Wishes 
Rebels 
SOUTHERN NEVADA'S 
CONCRETE SPECIALISTS 
WEST TROPICANA & BUFFALO 
POST OFFICE BOX 5701 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102 
PHONE (702) 739-6444 
ROBERT L. SMITH, INC. 
ollteacteng 
// 
YOUR COMPLETE ,, 
SUBCONTRACTOR IN NEVADA 
// 
876-3773 
// 
3720 S. HIGHLAND DR., LAS VEGAS, NV. ~£~----------------~ 
MEET THE UNLV RE BELS 
42 - Boyd Batts 
24 - Lewis Brown 
33 - Mickey Berkowitz 
Next time your team is traveling why not take L TR , the luxury 
travel route? L TR can take your team or entire league to where the 
action is for a lot less money . 
You'll get there quickly and comfortably on LTR 's air-conditioned , 
restroom equipped coaches. Arrive together and enjoy the fun . 
And , of course , L TR will deliver you and your party directly to your 
destination . Why not call L TR today and make reservations for 
r next outing? 
14 - Mike Milke 
25 - Glen Gondrezick 
7 
B 
• 
SERVICE INC. 
ALL THE WAY REBELS l;i!) 
914 SOUTH MAIN - 382-3092 
Swiss, German & 
American Food 
Across from the Las Vegas Hilton 
3003 Paradise Road I 734-6888 
BRING YOUR REBEL TICKET STUB TO THE 
ALPINE VILLAGE INN RATHSKELLER 
AFTER THE GAME AND 
RECEIVE A FREE DRINK! 
* OFFER LIMITED TO ONE DRINK PER CUSTOMER 
NIGHT OF GAME ONLY . 
Norm "Mother" Schultz Phone 736·8282 
'S-
The Webb Bros. 
Ken & Dave 
II '11111 
•1&141tlls 
11 •1nn111 
411111 
E 
CENTRAL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
Stay With the Rebels 
in 
RENO 
Pioneer Inn 
&Casino 
- featuring the -
IRONSWORD LOUNGE & RESTAURANT 
DINING and DANCING 
Seafoods- Snack Bar 
221 South Virginia 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1 - 800 - 648 - 5468 
THE FM~OUS 
LONGHORN 
RESTAURANT 
so· 
DRINKS 
ALL BRANDS 
MEET THE UNLV REBELS 
11 - Eddie Owens 
43- Phil Paramore 
PLUMBING 
ELECTRICAL 
HARDWARE 
HOUSEWARES 
BUilDING MlliRIIlCINTIR 
All of Your Home Needs 
Under Our Roof 
12~0 S. COMMERCE 384-9346 
Monday-Friday 7:30-6 
Saturday 9-7 BANKAMERICARD 
Sunday 10-4 
34- Jackie Robinson 
32 - Matt Porter 
9 
SHOP 
McCAFFERY'S 
FOR 
ALL PRO LINE 
GOLF NEEDS 
• 
SLACKS SHOES 
SHIRTS SOCKS 
LLOYD'S · 
AUTO RADIO & STEREO REPAIR 
384-8148 
1620 E. FREMONT - LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
E 
Delco 
Elec'"'nics 
rml 20% OFF PARTS WITH ~ STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD 
UOIJ!lia 
NWJ Yorkllt 
ITALIAN CUISINE * Luncheons 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
* Family Dining Room 
* Italian Specialties 
* Beer & Wine 
* Pizza 
(Camelot Shopping Center) 
5006 S. MARYLAND PKWY - 736-3131 
Home of 
Nationally 
Advertised 
Brands. 
HENDERSON 
~ 
MENS SHOP 
''AiJLl j 
1565-64211 
• 
10 
Nevada's Fin est 
at Lowest Prices! 
• 
Me CAFFERY'S GOLF SHOP 
4813 PARADISE ROAD at TROPICANA 
736-8030 
NORMAN KAYE • REAL ESTATE - CO. 
GOOD LUCK 
REBELS 
4813 PARADISE RD .• LAs VEGAS. NEV. 
736-3262 
@olSU~ "Hours Fresher" I ij Baked in Las Vegas • 
NEVADA BAKING CO. 
299 WEST CHARLESTON BLVD. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102 
384-8950 
MEET THE UNLV REBELS 
10- Robert Smith 
23 - Regie Theus 
HOW DO YOU 
FEEL ABOUT 
COMMERCIALS ? 
BUT, HOOVER-GORIN IS A CREATIVE 
ADVERTISING AGENCY WITH OFFICES 
40 - Sam Smith 
44- Don Weimer 
IN LAS VEGAS, LOS ANGELES , AND SOON , NEW YORK CITY. 
Gee, that's 
exciting 
... But , 
please don 't 
move into my 
neighbor-
hood! 
DID YOU KNOW THAT 
OUR CLIENTS REPORTED 
FROM 45% TO 200% 
INCREASE IN CONSUMER -.:. 
RESPONSE? NOW, WHO / 
DO YOU WANT TO "?ilok 
HANDLE YOUR ;;. 
DON RICKLES 
TALK-ALIKE 
CONTEST? 
HOOVER·GORIN & ASSOCIATES 
1380 EAST SAHARA AVENUE · LAS V EGAS, NEVADA 89104 
11 
JERRY TARKANIAN STORY 
There is an old adage that says something to the effect: "The 
third time is the charm." Well, if there is any truth at all to that 
ancient quote, then Jerry Tarkanian's third year as the UN LV 
head basketball coach should be the finest yet. 
And, if, year number three is better than number two, it will 
be a great Rebel year in 1975-76. Last season was UNLV's finest 
ever, a 24-5 record, the West Coast Athletic Conference champ-
ionship, and the Rebels advanced to the Division I playoffs for 
the first time and ended the season in the top 20 in both the 
UPI and AP polls. 
To be the best is not the easiest challenge ever accepted by a 
man, but Tarkanian has made the commitment and he and his 
staff are dedicated to that goal. 
Winning is a fact of life to Jerry Tarkanian - on the court 
and off. In 19 years of coaching in the collegiate, high school 
and junior college ranks, the third-year Rebel coach has known 
nothing but success. 
In seven seasons as a major college coach (five at Cal State, 
Long Beach), Tarkanian has the highest winning percentage in 
collegiate basketball, winning 166 games while losing only 31. 
His two seasons with the Rebels have brought in a 44-11 record 
(20-6 in 1973-74 and 24-5 in 1974-75). 
What is equally amazing is that Takanian NEVER lost a 
home game at Long Beach. His 49er teams won 65 straight 
home games in the Campus Gym and Long Beach arena, cul-
minating with a nationally-televised impressive 77-66 victory 
over Marquette that drew a PCAA and CSU LB record crowd. 
At UNLV, Tark's troops have won 21 straight games going 
into the 1975-76 season and in two years in Las Vegas, the 
Rebels, in the friendly confines of the Las Vegas Convention 
Center are 29-2. The o two losses have been to Texas Tech, 
82-76, and to the University of Houston, 75-72. Both were 
during the 1973-74 season. 
Sell-out crowds have been traditional in the Tarkanian era. In 
the Rebels two WCAC seasons with Tarkanian, UNLV did not 
lose a home game in 14 nights. (UNLV has now withdrawn 
from the WCAC to compete as a Division I independent so as to 
clear the way to schedule the best competition possible. The 
Rebels are also developing as a strong road team as well under 
Tarkanian's guidance. In two seasons, UNLV is 15-9 on the 
road, including the first-ever Division I playoffs at the end of 
last season. (Continued on Page 201 
Good luck U.N.L.V. 
during your 
1975-76 
Basketball Season 
from the 
State of Nevada 
Mike O'Callaghan, Governor 
Economic Development Dept. 
12 
COCKTAILS 
LIVE 
NTERTAINMEN 
When you~re 
SANDWICHES 
1n our 
Beer Garden 
##LARGEST BUCKET 
OF BEER IN NEVADA" 
ready 
to get 
down 
to 
you~re 
_ready 
~for 
kPOiak C8Rt8P 
EAST FLAMINGO ROAD 
The first executive office complex of its kind in las Vegas. Unique 
architecture, interior atrium, and lavish outside landscaping accent 
th is exciting low-rise office building. If you are looking for more than 
just an office, investigate Krolak Center today. It's centrally located 
at 2915 W . Charleston Blvd . with ample parking . When you've seen 
Krolak Center you won't need to look any further! 
LAS VEGAS - 735-0000 FOR INFORMATION 
CALL 870-5171 
CLARK COUNTY REALTY, 
EXCLUSIVE LEASING AGENT 
Something's 
always on sale 
at Albertsons 
FOUR CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS 
TO SERVICE YOU 
-Las Vegas-
1560 NORTH EASTERN AVENUE 
2545 SOUTH EASTERN AVENUE 
WASHINGTON & DECATUR 
- Henderson -
LAKE MEADE & BOULDER HWY. 
Wle care about what yau care about. ALBERTSOHS 
BETTY KROLAK, REALTOR 
THE KROLAK CENTER, 
SUITE 1 
13 
PEPPi11a's DEli 
JAMES BALESTRERE 
4813-50 PARADISE ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 891 09 
736-0531 
THINK PLASTER 
JENKINS PLASTERING 
G 
ROLAND JENKINS - Owner 
3120 Liberty Circle South 
457-7826 
Home of the Giant Shrimp Cocktail- SOc 
ONE FREMONT STREET 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
TELEPHONE (702) 382-6300 
~ .. I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .I .1'1 
~ ~ ~ GOOD LUCK REBELS ~ 
~ ~ ~ SILVER STATE DISPOSAL~ 
I SERVICE, INC. 
I 
770 E. SAHARA AVE. 
14 
DEDICATED TO THE BEAUTIFICATION OF OUTDOORS 
3420 LOSEE ROAD 
NORTH LAS VEGAS, 
NEVADA 89030 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
OF LAWN & GARDEN SUPPLIES 
IRRIGATION PIPE & SPRINK-
LERS - POOL CHEMICALS-
GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT 
"Growing L arger 
by Serving Better" 
Manufacturers of Everything in Nevada 
Gaming Suppl ies, Bee Card Distributor. 
Also Adult Home Games and Profes-
sional Home Poker Chips. 
PAUL-SON DICE 
AND CARD CO. 
2t2 1 IND UST RIAL RD. 
PHON E (702) 384-2425 
UNLV 
REBELS 
1975-76 
BASKETBALL 
SCHEDULE 
DATE 
NOV. 25 , '75 
NOV. 29 
DEC. 3 
DEC. 5-6 
DEC. 10 
DEC. 13 
DEC. 16 
DEC. 20 
DEC. 23 
DEC. 26 
DEC. 29-30 
JAN. 3, '76 
JAN. 6 
JAN. 8 
JAN . 10 
JAN. 15 
JAN . 17 
JAN . 21 
JAN. 24 
JAN. 27 
JAN. 29 
JAN. 30 
FEB. 6 
FEB. 14 
FEB. 19 
FEB. 21 
FEB. 28 
MAR . 1 
MAR . 2 
MAR . 13 
MAR . 18,20 
MAR . 27,29 
UNLV 
100 
96 
118 
OPPONENT OPP 
YUGOSLAVIA NATIONAL (Pre-Season ) 75 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 85 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 88 
STEEL BOWL CLASSIC 
UNLV, Pittsburgh , Syracuse , Duquesne 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ALABAMA 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
LAS VEGAS HOLIDAY CLASSIC 
UNLV, Houston, Mich igan , LaSalle 
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE, NORTHRIDGE 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY (TV) 
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO 
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO 
NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY 
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY 
CENTENARY COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII , HILO 
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
ATHLETES IN ACTION 
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE 
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY 
NCAA SUB-REGIONAL TOURNAMENT 
NCAA REGIONAL TOURNAMENT 
NCAA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
LOCATION 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
BOULDER , CO 
PITTSBURGH, PA 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
SEATTLE, WA 
AMES, IOWA 
LAS VEGAS 
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 
RENO, NEVADA 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
MALIBU,CA 
LAS VEGAS 
HILO, HAWAII 
HONOLULU 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
LAS VEGAS 
TBA 
TBA 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
HOME GAMES-8 :15P.M . LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER 
HEAD COACH : JERRY TARKANIAN 
ASSISTANT COACHES : LYNN ARCHIBALD, DENNIS HODGES, RALPH READOUT 
~::;; ; . ... ·. . 
·. '. < : .•. SUIIS. It's easy, because 
Johnny Miller Menswear 
them so adaptable. Go casual 
with the latest fashion print shirts . A 
little less casua l with a turt leneck . 
Whatever your mood, J ohnny Miller 
Menswear can match it with 
, •.. ,,.,,.,,· .n· ••.. ,••.•. · outstanding styles and qua lity fabrics in 
·········~>rl ;!":)j···············) colors and patterns that coordinate. All at Sears traditiona lly sensible prices. 
.. Visit your Johnny Miller Shop today and 
~·· ®~ see the entire collection. 
...ELANESE .-oRTRE~ 
Manv clot ht·~ in tht •l·tdlt·t·l inn nrl' fa:-;himwd 
from' l't· lanl· :-;c Fort rei J)(dye:; ter fahrit: . 
'' · · Jilr ··ll/r ·/1 J· Jlr ·tr' 
Th e •t~re wit hin • •to re a t Se• r11 . Roebuck a nd Co. BoULEVARD MON- FRI 9 :30A.M.- 9 P.M. SUN 12 - 5 P.M . 
15 
JACK :MATTHE'WVS 
&CO. 
m 
REALTOR' 
REALTORS 
WE SERVE 
REAL ESTATE 
NEEDS 
MULTIPLE LISTING 
MLS 
SERVICE 
4107 W. SAHARA 
876-0783 
2215 S. FAIRFIELD 
382-8184 
614Y, E. SAHARA 
732-3116 
16 
., !Inc. 
4500 WYNN ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89103 
TELEPHONE (702) 876-4500 
LARRYRUVO 
President 
MGMGMtO 
HOiiL 
LAS VEGAS 
THE UNIVERSITY REBELS CLUB 
Certainly one of the finest in the nation, the Univer-
sity Rebels Club is the driving force behind booster 
support for the UN LV athletic program. With contin-
ued active member paricipation, the U RC is growing 
even stronger. 
This past year the URC had its greatest fund raising 
drive ever, raising nearly $450, 000 for the support of 
the grant-in-aid program for Rebel athletics. This total 
is also one of the top five in the nation, and, to think 
UN LV has had only just over a decade of graduating 
classes, so the alumni roster isn't very long. 
The honorary list of alumni at UN LV is one of the 
largest as the record drive would indicate all the thou-
sands of Rebel boosters there are in the community. 
U RC co-ordinator is Davey Pearl and the director of 
athletic fund-raising for the university is Dr. Wayne 
Pearson. No university in the country has two more-
dedicated men than Pearl and Pearson and they have 
literally become living legends among booster groups 
across the nation . 
William "Wildcat" Morris is back as President of the 
University Rebels Club this year, but, Morris has never 
been to far behind the scenes in Rebel athletics, and, 
was one of the main men who helped establish football 
at UNLV. 
On July 10, 1975, Caesars Palace Hotel hosted the 
AMERICAN PACIFIC 
INC. 
Davey Pearl Dr. Wayne Pearson William Morris 
grandest URC "Thank You" Banquet of all as nearly 
2,500 Rebel boosters were honored by one of the all-
time greats- Mr. Frank Sinatra . 
The U RC office on the UN LV campus is open daily 
and all Rebel boosters and friends are urged to drop by 
and say hello to Wayne and Davey. Information regard-
ing the U RC and what it takes to become a UN LV 
scholarship donor may be obtained by calling 739-
3614 or dropping by their office. 
r~~~~ ~~ 
' UNLV vs HAWAII ~ 
' 8 DAYS/7 NIGHTS - FEB. 18·25 
' HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE & KUILIMA RESORT ~ 
' $409. ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE ' 
Alexander Dawson Building t ·~;;}IPE ' 
4055 South Spencer l -~TRAVEL/TOUR SERVICE j 
BEST WISHES REBELS 
Las Vegas, Nevada ' ' 
.._ __________________ ..... l 545 EAST SAHARA AVENUE 734·8987 ' 
(CHILl, KRAUT OR MUSTARD) 
Mix or 
match 'em . 
Delicious 
hot dogs 
and Holiday savings ~---~.;,::~~~~-:::=;? 
for you and your family . 
WITH THIS COUPON 
Good only at participating 
Der Wienerschn itzels. 
425 SO. DECATUR 
W~rschn~ ' 
Just thinkin' about those hot dogs makes you hungry. 
~~ ~ ..... -~ ~ 
A COMPLIMENTARY DRINK 
OF YOUR CHOICE AFTER THE GAME 
WITH YOUR GAME STUB. 
3850 Desert Inn Rd . at Sandhill 
LAS VEGAS , NEVADA 89121 
Phone(702)451-6221 
• Good Food & Spirits 
• Open 24 Hours 
• Entertainment Nightly 
• Dancing 
17 
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THE RUNNIN' REBELS 
UNLV 96, Oregon State 85 
Big Lew Easy Edd ie Gonda 
Spread your Vlri~gs. A111erica. 
'•.' . .; 
•. ii' 
Hughes Airwest flies to Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta, 
Guadalajara, La Paz/Cabo San 'Lucas 
and Guaymas, Mexico, where you can still 
find Paradise For Pesos. 
Hughes AirwestNI 
Come Fly the Sun 
~ First Western Savinds v.:.JASSOCIATION~ 
MEMBER 
FSLIC 
Nevada's ·Largest . . • 
Assets Over A Quarter Billion Dollars 
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JERRY TARKANIAN (cont.) 
In the sub-regional game played on the campus of Arizona 
State in Tempe, UN LV defeated San Diego State, 90-80. In the 
NCAA Regional tournament in Portland, Ore., the Rebels were 
narrowly trimmed by Arizona State, 84-81, but, bounced back 
in the consolation game to defeat a favored University of 
Montana team, 75-67. 
Before Long Beach, where Tarkanian's ·reputation first drew 
national acclaim, he spent seven seasons in the Junior College 
ranks at Riverside and Pasadena City Colleges. At Riverside 
(1962-66), he had a 131 -9 overall record, which included three 
consecutive state championships and four league championships 
in five years. No other junior college coach in the history of 
California basketball has achieved those heights. At Pasadena 
(1966-68) , Tarkanian was 67-4 and bagged a fourth state title 
while finishing in the runnerup spot another time. 
An astonishing feature of his wins is that they were accom-
plished at schools wh ich had never previously won a basketball 
championship. Riverside was last in its conference two consecu-
tive years before Tarkanian; Pasadena was last in its conference 
the previous year, Long Beach had never won a championship in 
basketball, and UN LV had never finished higher than fourth 
in the WCAC. 
The outstanding coach started his coaching career with five 
years in high school at San Joaquin Memorial, Antelope Valley 
and Redlands High Schools. 
Regarded as one of the great recruiters in the nation, "The 
Pied Piper" of college basketball landed for Long Beach such 
nationally recognized superstars as Sam Robinson, George 
Trapp, Chuck Terry, Ed Ratleff, Leonard Gray and Roscoe 
Pondexter. In his first year at UNLV, Tarkanian may have 
recruited as well as he did during his entire tneure at Long 
Beach State. 
As his winning tradition continues to grow, so has his reput-
ation. Two years, ago Tarkanian brought three high school 
All-America performers to be with him. All juniors this season, 
they are Eddie Owens (Houston, Texas) , Lewis Brown and 
Jackie Robinson (both Los Angeles) . New recruits this year are 
JC All-Star Sam Smith (from Las Vegas), and freshmen Reggie 
Theus (Inglewood, Calif.) and Mickey Berkowitz (Tel-Aviv, 
Israel). Berkowitz is the first international player to attend 
UNLV. 
Jerry Tarkanian is a towel-chewing, nail biting, hard -working 
Armenian who came to Las Vegas with a COMMITMENT TO 
EXCELLENCE as his inspiring philosophy. He will settle for 
nothing less than excellence from his players, both on and off 
the court. In addition to a nationally-recognized basketball 
program for UNLV, Tarkanian has developed a tutorial program 
for his players that paid high dividends. A trademark of Tarkan-
ian players is that they almost without an exception, earn their 
college degree, even though some of them do it during the off 
season as they are in professional basketball. 
UN LV attempts to emphasize equally the importance of 
academics AND basketball to all its student-athletes. 
Evidence of his strong belief in academics is his selection as 
"Professor of the Year" in 1970 by the students of Long Beach 
State. He was also honored as "Father of the Year" in 1966 by 
Riverside County for his "guidance and care on and off the 
court of all the young men under his tutelage, as well as his 
family of four." 
(Continued on Page 22) 
Ld teeld4 
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Moe Dalitz & Irwin Molasky 
PARADISE 
DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY 
711 Desert Inn Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 891 09 
Telephone (702) 735-0155 
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JERRY TARKANIAN (cont.) 
Tarkan ian 's players have gone on to play in professional 
basketball. They include Chuck Terry (Houston Rockets), ERic 
McWilliams (HOuston Rockets) , George Trapp (Detroit Pistons) , 
Bob Rule (Cleveland Cavaliers, Ed Ratleff (Houston Rockets) , 
John 0. Trapp (Los Angeles Lakers) , Glenn MacDonald (Bos-
ton Celtics), Leonard Gray (Seattle Supersonics), and most 
recently Ricky Sobers (Phoenix Suns) . . 
Darrell Evans who played for Tarkanian in junior college, is a 
starter for the Atlanta Braves in major baseball. 
An intense individual , he has coached in Ecuador for the 
People-to-People Sports Committee, and in April and May of 
1968, he coached the Junior College Olympic Team in the 
Olympic Trials. 
The 45-year-old coach easily won the hearts of Las Vegas 
fans, and, the L.A. Times called him an "instant Las Vegas 
Celebrity." A true-champion-builder, when he arrived at Long 
Beach, the team was unknown nationally. When he left, it was 
an established power, second in the West only to UCLA. 
A native of Euclid , Ohio, Tarkanian attended Pasadena City 
College before graduating from Fresno State in 1956. He 
received his Master's degree from Redlands University in 1960. 
Tarkanian and his devoted and totally-involved wife Lois, 
reside with their four children - Pamela, Jodie, Danny and 
George - in their new Las Vegas home. 
With Tarkanian tradition and image, the speaking engage-
ments for clinics and banquets come in nearly every day. He will 
average nearly one a week during the off-seasons. 
Las Vegas is a town known for having the best, and, Jerry 
Tarkanian is surely at the top of that list. 
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ZAPATA'S 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
and COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
invites you to stop by 
for tbe best 
authentic home-cooked 
MEXICAN FOOD 
in town! 
Camelot Shopping Center 
4972 Maryland Parkway 
South of Tropicana 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
7SG·GG30& 
738·1028 
TARKANIAN'S TERRIFIC TOTALS 
1962-63 RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE 32-3 
1963-64 * RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE 35-0 
1964-65 RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE 41 -5 
1965-66 * RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE 33-1 
1966-67 * PASADENA CITY COLLEGE 35-1 
1967-68 PASADENA CITY COLLEGE 35-1 
1968-69 CAL STATE , LONG BEACH 24-5 
1970-71 CAL STATE, LONG BEACH 25-5 
1971 -72 CAL STATE, LONG BEACH 25-4 
1972-73 CAL STATE, LONG BEACH 26-3 
1973-74 U. NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 20-6 
1974-75 U. NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 24-5 
TOTALS : 364-44 (Major college: 166-31) 
* Denotes California Junior College Champions 
.. ,L) 
Cfl . 
VEGAS PAINT CO. 
3324 E. LAKE MEAD 642 5374 •1604 COMMERCE 3B2 4994· 4237 W. SAHARA 876 4482 
r ~ 
·· *ONE··· 
FREE 
DRINK 
AT 
$1/IF'H(E(K (Ei!'f.S.LOUNGE 
• ONE FREE DRINK PER CUSTOMER WITH UNLV TICKET STUB 
marina hotel~ casino 
(COMPLETE CASINO SUPPLIES) 
PERSONALIZED CASINO 
QUALITY CHIPS FOR HOME GAMES 
A supplier of casino supplies to the casinos in 
Nevada is offering to the public, personalized, 
casino quality chips for home games at factory 
prices. A perfect gift idea. Chips $20 per hundred. 
Write to Bud Jones, Nevada Dice Co., Inc. 
3672 S. Highland, Las Vegas, Nevada 89103, 
or call (702) 876-2782 
SERVING GREATER LAS VEGAS 
General· medical C. Surgical 
24HOUR 
EmERGENCY 5ERVICE 
385-3011 
FULLY APPROVED BY TH E 
JOINT COMM ISSION ON HOSPITAL ACCREDITATION 
620 Shadow Lane, Las Vegas 89106 
300, 400, 500 & 1000 Capacity Carry Case $34.95 
QUANTITIES, COLORS, INITIALS & DENOMINATIONS 
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER 
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GO, GO REBELS! 
VINCESR. FOR ALL YOUR 
INSURANCE NEEDS 
PERSONAL- BUSINESS- BONDS 
GARTH 
INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
617 HOOVER 
384-4873 VINCE JR. 
WE PROUDLY SUPPORT THE~~./ 
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VALLEY 
BAN K M• mb"F.O.I.C . 
~ ~ Convenient Branch Offices Located 
~"-: · · ' Throughout the Greater Las Vegas Area! 
Remember-
"There's A New Spirit of Friendliness 
at Valley Bank" 
·I 
TERRIBLE 
HERBST 
COMPANY 
"the best bad guy in the west" 
THE RIGHT DEFENSE ... 
AGAINST OFFENSIVE 
PRICES! 
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UNLV RUNNIN' REBELS 
1975-76 NUMERICAL ROSTER 
NO. NAME POS HGT WGT CL AGE HOMETOWf"ll (High School or J.C.) 
10 ROBERT SMITH* G 5'11" 159 JR 20 Los Angeles (Ariz. Western JC) 
11 EDDIE OWENS* * F 6'7" 206 JR 20 Houston, TX (Wheatley) 
14 MIKE MILKE* G 6'3" 169 so 19 Chula Vista, CA (Hilltop) 
23 REGGIE THEUS G-F 6'6" 200 FR 18 Inglewood, CA (Inglewood) 
24 LEWIS BROWN * * c 6'10" 220 JR 20 Los Angeles, CA (Verbum Dei) 
25 GLEN GONDREZICK** G-F 6'6" 206 JR 20 Boulder, COLO (Boulder) 
32 MATT PORTER* G 6'5" 188 so 19 Cypress, CA (Kennedy) 
33 MICKEY BERKOWITZ G 6'4" 188 FR 21 Tel-Aviv, Israel (Sevah HS) 
34 JACKIE ROBINSON * * F 6'6" 198 JR 20 Inglewood, CA (Morningside) 
40 SAM SMITH G-F 6'4" 201 JR 21 Las Vegas (Seminole JC) 
42 BOYD BATTS* F 6'7" 190 SR 22 Phoenix, ILL (Vincennes JC) 
43 PHIL PARAMORE c 6'8" 217 so 19 Las Vegas (Gorman) 
44 DON WEIMER** c 6'8" 214 SR 22 Chula Vista, CA (Chula Vista) 
*Letters Earned 
HEAD COACH: Jerry Tarkanian 
ASSISTANT COACHES: Ralph Readout, Dennis Hodges, Lynn Archibald 
TONIGHT'S 
OFFICIALS 
Umpire 
DARRELLSTROB 
Referee 
WILLIAM WHIT 
A 
No""""' 
ELE 
E 
tj ) SlOp clock fOf foul 
,l 
~~·~ ~ 
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MANAGER: Gil Castillo 
REBELS FIELD GOALS FREF THROWS FOULS FG 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
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• 4 Q Blocking T echniQI foul SUort doclt 
Beckon subtt:itute 4 -.boll isdNd ,~- ~ _.. t 0 (( I Push ing or ch iirg ing 
Stop clock fa. jump boll 
FT TP 
~ Stopclock 
or do not 
( start clock 
\~~ 
t~ ~~ lllegol~ 
use of hii nd 
\ 
.I 
\ 
J 
UA WILDCATS 
1975-76 NUMERICAL ROSTER 
NO. NAME 
00 GILBERT MYLES 
12 GARY HARRISON 
14 TOM EHLMANN 
15 JIM RAPPIS 
21 LEN GORDY 
22 TIM MARSHALL 
24 HERMAN HARRIS 
32 LARRY DEMIC 
33 BRIAN JUNG 
34 MITCH JONES 
41 BOB ALEKSA 
42 JAY GELDMACHER 
44 JEROME GLADNEY 
52 PHIL TAYLOR 
54 AL FLEMING 
55 BOB ELLIOTT 
" ~~ Goal -. n_... 
POS HGT WGT CL 
G 6'2" 175 so 
G 6'2" 180 JR 
G 6'3" 170 so 
G 6'2" 185 SR 
G-F 6'5" 180 JR 
F 6'4" 180 so 
G-F 6'5" 200 JR 
F 6'8" 225 FR 
c 7'0" 225 FR 
F 6'7" 210 so 
c 6'1 0" 220 JR. 
F 6'8" 210 JR 
c 6'8" 225 JR 
F 6'8" 225 so 
F 6'8" 215 SR. 
C-F 6'1 0" 225 JR 
HEAD COACH: Fred "The Fox" Snowden 
ASSISTANT COACHES: Ken Maxey, Dave Toney 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS FG 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
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222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
.. ~ ~ 
1110901 !kibble Hold1ng -
Point(s) sco.ed I 1 or 21 [J\ ~ ~ ~ffL==-> /""'---3-seconds violat ion . Bonus s. t uat ion 
Traweling - Uor second throw drop o ne JW m) 
HOMETOWN 
Fresno, California 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
St. Charles, Missouri 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 
Chester, Pennsylvania 
Pontiac, Michigan 
Chester, Pennsylvania 
Gary, Indiana 
Tucson, Arizona 
Rochester, New York 
East Aurora, Illinois 
Elgin, Illinois 
Detroit, Michigan 
Denver, Colorado 
Michigan City, Indiana 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
FT TP 
Otherr violiit ions 
•so desi9fti11tes ~ 
out of bounds ~ 
_ .. 0i d irect ion -
boll 1 woll~ 1 
./' --
-~ 
P1•y~r CtJnt ro l f oul 
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At home together for 
a brief moment at the 
same time, the ever-
active Tarkanian fam-
ily poses in their new 
Las Vegas home. With 
Jerry and Lois Tarkan-
ian are their four child-
ren; Jody (15), George 
(12), Danny (13), and 
Pam (18). Jody is a 
sophomore at Bishop 
Gorman High School, 
George is in the 6th 
grade at Matt Kelly, 
Danny is in the 8th 
grade at Hyde Park 
Junior High and Pam is 
a freshman at the 
University of Nevada, 
Reno, majoring in Spe-
cial Education. Lois is 
a special education tea-
cher in Clark County. 
WE HAVE 
CLOTHES 
YOU CAN 
WEAR ... 
Mini Mall (Strip) . . . . . . . . . . . 735-6948 
Maryland Square .. - . · - - · · · · ~~85 :~§~l Charleston Heights . .. ..... . 
(Shopping Center) 
One Bed -Two Persons 
Restaurant - Lounge 
& 
CASINO 
L()TUS (ti~ 
1213 Las Vegas Blvd. So. 
384-7181 
<:~YJ.,•J•r..J~ J.IJ~Jis 
tJMi/t~ 
RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Sahara 
•ot 
t ~ ~ J Cattlemen 
Steak House 
OPEN 24 HRS. 
BANQUET ROOM AVAilABLE 
YOUR HOSTS 
BOB "PEARSHAPE " LAWRENCE & TONY LAURO 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
• 732-7726 iii 
2635 SO. MARYlAND PARKWAY 
(BEHIND ll FURNITURE) 
LAS VEGAS 
DESERT SPRINGS 
complete medical and surgical c 
FULLY ACCREDITED E:IY THE JOINT COMMISSION ON ACC:REOITION OF HOSPITALS 
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 
East Flamingo Road. Las V&a4B&' 
between Maryland Pky and Eaatem Ave. Telephone 733-1100 
McCANCE REAl TV. INC. 
REALTORS• 
Dawson Building 
4055 South Spencer 
Las Vegas 891 09 
Best Wishes in Coming Year! 
STEINER 
CLEANERS & LAUNDRY 
PERSONALIZED 
FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CUSTOM CLEANING 
AND LAUNDRY 
ALL WORK DONE ON PREMISES 
In By 9 - Out By 5 -No Extra Charge 
1131 TROPICANA 
at Maryland Parkway 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
BASKETBALL SQUAD 
Left to right (front): Jay Geldmacher, Jerome Gladney , Bob Elliott, Jim Rappis, Head Coach Fred (The Fox) Snowden, AI 
Fleming, Len Gordy, Herman Harris, Bob Aleksa, Gary Harrison. Back row : Assistant Coach Ken Maxey, Graduate Assistant 
Steve Kanner, Sylvester Maxey, Greg Lloyd , Tim Marshall, Tom Ehlmann, Brian Jung, Phil Taylor, Larry Demic, Mitch Jones, 
Ron Fuller, Gilbert Myles, Manager Ernie Valenzuela , Trainer Bill Lyons, Assistant Coach Dave Toney. 
B~YA~.NEW HOME! 
IT'S BETTER THAN MONEY IN THE BANK! 
BECKER HOMES WAS ONE OF THE FIRST NEVADA 
BUILDERS TO OFFER THE 10 YEAR HOME OWNERS 
WARRANTY PROGRAM. 
AN EGU.AL OPPORTUNITY 
BUI LDER 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING 
FOR A NEW HOME ... 
CALL 878-9444 " BECKER BU lL T MEANS BETTER BU lL T" 
WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT OUR PROJECTS 
Energy 
is our business. 
Conserving it 
is everyone's business. 
SouthwesPGas 
CORPORATION 
The Clean Energ}· People 
I L.A. TIRE PRICES IN LAS VEGAS.] 
:Jize JJ.ouje o/ Steatj 
24 Hour Charcoal Broiler 
Cocktails - Imported Liquors 
1 Desert Inn Rd., Las Vegas, Nev. 
(Next to The Desert Inn ) 
For Reservations Phone 735-4431 
• Managers Ed Joffe and Bill LoRusso 
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11975-76 UNLV RUNNIN' REBELS I 
Front row (left to right): Jackie Robinson, Mike Milke, Matt Porter, Glen Gondrezick, Mickey Berkowitz, Reggie 
Theus, Robert Smith and Henry Walther. Standing (left to right): Head Coach Jerry Tarkanian, assistant coach 
Lynn Archibald, student .assistant Odis Allison, Don Weimer, Boyd Batts, Lewis Brown, Phil Paramore, Eddie 
32 
Gil Castillo, assistant coach Dennis Hodges and assistant coach Ralph Readout. 
A New Western Life-Style! 
CALVAD~ 
CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
HON\.ES 
IN SCENIC PAHRUMP VALLEY'S ONLY 
TOTAL Y MASTER -PLANNED 
RECREATIONAL COMMUNITY 
• 
• FREE ARCHITECTURAL PLANS 
• RELIABLE BUILDER CONTACTS 
• EXCELLENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
CALL 
385-7272 
MR. JOHN BROGAN 
Director of Housing 
PREFERRED EQUITIES CORPORATION 
325 South M Nev. 
LIVE MUSIC 
PLUS FABULOUS DISCOTHEQUE 
Nightly From 9 P.M. Til Dawn 
2112 Western. Just North of Sahara 
BAR: 24 HRS 
M~­~ 
HAPPY HOURS 
DRINKS: 2 FOR 1 
5 p.m.· 7 p.m. 
732-3869 
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
6 P.M. - 6 A.M. 
RESTAURANT 
1 Q,JQ a .m . 7 a .m. 
Banquet 
Facilities Available 
ENJOY OUR LUNCHEON 
SPECIALS 
PETE & FRANK - OWNER S 
JACKIE - OWNER. HOSTESS 
PARADISE ROAD AT NAPUS 
THE STRIP'S MOST 
MODERN 
RACE BOOK 
Quinellas - Exactas -
ROSE BOWL 
RACE BOOK 
Between the Sands 
& the Desert Inn 
735-2101 
"A Complete Department Store for Children" 
TOYS • CLOTHING • SOUVENIRS 
Fash ion SquarP, on the Strip 
3049 LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD SOUTH 
ACROSS FROM THE STARDUST 
PHONE 735-3592 
Free Gift Wrap 
Free Wrap For Mailing 
Store Hours: 
WEEK DAYS - 9 A.M. to 8 P.M . 
SUNDAYS - 9 A .M. to 5 P.M. 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS 
GOOD LUCK 
REBELS! 
Why not make the Fremont the 
after-the -game 
headquarters. 
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1008 EAST CHARLESTON BLVD. 
382-7508 
134 SOUTH FOURTH STREET 
382-9155 
2400 WEST CHARLESTON BLVD. 
870-5911 
4153 SO. MARYLAND PARKWAY. 
733-7666 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
* For Exquist Dining in 
an Atmosphere of 
OLD MEXICO 
Fine MEXICAN 
and AMERICAN 
OPEN DAILY 11 :00 A.M. TO 2 :00A.M. 
CLEAN 'EM UP REBELS 
... WE'LL HELP YOU! 
L-a~ -'-;.---.~ 
384-2484 
707 SO. FIRST ST . 
LAS VEGAS , NEVADA 
BOULO(R HI-WAY 
rsery and Florist Shop 
39CO B O ULDER HI-WAY 
LA S V EGAS, NEVI\DA 89121 
WILDCAT FACTS 
The Mall - University of Arizona 
Head Coach: 
Fred "The Fox" Snowden 
Athletic Director: 
David H. Strack 
SID: Frank Soltys 
Nickname: Wildcats 
Conference: 
Western Athletic 
1974-75 Record: 22-7 
Colors: 
Cardinal Red & Navy Blue 
SeriesHistory: 1-1 
Dr. John P. Schaefer 
President 
Jim Rappis Bob Elliott Gilbert Myles Herman Harris AI .Fieming 
BEST 
WISHES 
REBELS! 
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UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
1975-76 NUMERICAL ROSTER 1975-76 SCHEDULE 
NO. NAME POS HGT CL AGE EXP HOMETOWN DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
22 
23 
25 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
Jackie Alford G 5 -2 so 23 1V Long Island , N.Y. Dec. 5 Northern Arizona University Las Vegas 7 :30 
Dec. 12-13 Holiday Classic Salt Lake City TBA 
Diane Fuller G-F 5 -5 FR 17 HS Henderson (Basic) UNLV, Utah, Boise, No. Colorado 
Emma Jean Major G-F 5 -6 so 21 1V Las Vegas (Valley) Dec. 16 Utah State Las Vegas 7 :30 
Tona Lytle F 5-3 JR 19 1V Pioche (Lincoln Co. ) Dec . 18 Weber State College Las Vegas 7 :30 
Shelia Powell G 5-5 FR 17 HS N. Las Vegas (Rancho) Jan . 1·3 Chico State Tournament Chico, Ca. TBA 
UNLV, Fresno State, CSLB, San 
Renee Brown G· F 5·6 so 19 1V Henderson (Bas ic) Jose State, Chico State, U.C. Davis 
Clara Campsey G 5 ·4 JR 21 JC Devine, Texas Jan. 9 University of Colorado Boulder, CO. 7 :30 
5-S so 19 1V N. Las Vegas (Rancho) Jan . 10 Un iversity of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO. 1 :00 Jill Adamson C-F Jan . 13 Skagit Valley College Las Vegas 7 :30 
Debra Waddy C-F 5 -10 JR 20 JC Angelton , Texas Jan . 15 usc Los Angeles 6:00 
Janice Fuller C·F 6-1 JR 21 JC Ft. Towson, OK. Jan . 17 UCLA Los Angeles 8:30 
G-F 5-S JR 19 JC Rockdale, Texas Jan . 20 So . Utah State University Las Vegas 7:30 Liz Galloway Jan . 24 *University of Utah Las Vegas 6:00 
Patti Montgomery c 6-1 FR 17 HS Portland, Oregon Jan . 29 *Arizona State University Las Vegas 6:00 
Lyn Gehrke c 6-1 JR 22 JC Tucson, Arizona Jan . 30 *University of Arizona Las Vegas 6:00 
Connie Gooch c 5-11 FR 17 HS Fresno, California Feb. 6 University of Nevada, Reno Reno, NV. 8:00 
Donnie Wick G-F 5 -10 JR 20 JC Morning Sun , Iowa Feb. 14 *Utah State Las Vegas 6 :00 
Feb. 19·21 University of Hawaii Hawaii TBA 
HEAD COACH: DAN AYALA Feb. 28 usc Los Angeles 8 :00 
Mar. *University of Kansas Las Vegas 6 :00 
Mar. 2 *U. C. Santa Barbara Home 6:00 
Mar. 5 So. Utah State University Cedar City 7 :30 
Mar.11 -13 AIAW Regional Tournament San Jose, CA. TBA 
Mar. 18-20 NWIT Amarillo, TX. TBA 
Mar. 24·27 AIAW National Championships Penn. State TBA 
*Preliminary game to UNLV Men's Varsity at Las Vegas Convention Ctr. 
Odds are there's an 
Avis near you 
" 
Avis has four convenient locations right in the 
center of Las Vegas fun and excitement. 
Visit one today, for service you can depend on. 
AVIS LOCATIONS 
Las Vegas Int'l Airport • MGM Grand Hotel 
Las Vegas Hilton • Caesars Palace 
For full details on our special weekend 
rates now available in Southern California 
call toll free 800/331-1212. 
Avis 
Avis r ents all m akes . . . featur es cars engineered b y Chrysler . 
Avis Rent A Ca r System Licensee . 
;-·········o·oiriiN········· 
I ~ STEER : STEAK HOUSE ; 
.. L-r~~ .. ..  
Sin ce 1960 Featuring 
PRIME RIBS- STEAK- SEA FOOD 
ITALIAN CUISINE- COCKTAILS - BANQUETS 
GOURMET DINNERS 
308 W. SAHARA 
s'--ss 5 ~NG e.~' ~.-os t{ ~-~ & 
The very best in t{\t&GS 
NBA and NHL act ion 
all season long . 
KVVU 1V5 LAS VEGAS 
~ 
f 
t 
t 
f 
HOMES • 
• 
ACREAGE • COMMERCIAL 
~s~8 
./t~AL't~ 
REALTORS 
PHONE 384-9111 
913 EAST CHARLESTON 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
II. 
McCANDLESS INTERNATIONAL 
TRUCKS, INC. 
f 
4838 S. lndustri al Road Las Vegas, Nevada 89103 
(702) 736-61 76 
j.. ~~ ~~ 
JEWELERS & DISTRIBUTORS 
SINCE 1885 
1325 E. FLAMINGO • LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
732-1388 
f 
f 
f 
t 
t j 
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DATE UNLV 
NOVEMBER 28 76 
NOVEMBER 29 74 
DECEMBER 2 
DECEMBER 3 
DECEMBER 6 
DECEMBER 10 
DECEMBER 12 
DECEMBER 13 
DECEMBER 16 
DECEMBER 18 
DECEMBER 19 
DECEMBER 20 
DECEMBER 23 
JANUARY 3 
JANUARY 6 
JANUARY 12 
JANUARY 13 
JANUARY 15 
JANUARY 24 
JANUARY 27 
JANUARY 31 
FEBRUARY 7 
FEBRUARY 14 
FEBRUARY 28 
UNLV JUNIOR VARSITY 
1975-76 SCHEDULE 
OPPONENT OPP TIME 
SANTA ANA COLLEGE 84 7:00 
SANTA ANA COLLEGE 76 6:00 
SOUTHERN UTAH STATE J.V. 5:45 
DIXIE COLLEGE 8:00 
COMPTON COLLEGE 7:00 
U.S.I.U. J.V. 6 :00 
PASADENA J.C. 7:00 
PASADENA J.C. 6:00 
DIXIE COLLEGE 6:00 
SEMINOLE J.C. 7:00 
SEMINOLE J.C. 7:00 
COLLEGE OF DESERT 6:00 
CUESTA COLLEGE 6:00 
L. A. SOUTHWEST 6:00 
MT. SAN ANTONIO 6 :00 
SKAGIT VALLEY 8:00 
SKAGIT VALLEY 8:00 
PETE FINDLAY AAU 6:00 
EL CAMINO 4:00 
OXNARD 6:00 
SOUTHERN UTAH STATE COLLEGE 7:00 
A.A.U. ALL-STARS. 7:00 
AMBASSADOR COLLEGE 4:00 
SANTA MONICA 6:00 
* LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER 
HEAD COACH: ODIS ALLISON 
NO. NAME 
1975-76 25 STEVE BURGESS 
33 MICKEY BERKOWITZ 
11 RICHARD CAMPBELL 
JUNIOR 12 ROGER JAMES 
10 DAVID LANE 
44 STEVE MILLER 
VARSITY 24 ANDREW PAUL 
21 WILLIAM PRICE 
23 FRED SCARBOROUGH 
ROSTER 14 FRED TURNER 
34 GARY WAGNER 
32 BYRON WYNN 
38 
LOCATION 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
CEDAR CITY 
ST. GEORGE 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS * 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS (campus) 
LAS VEGAS * 
POS 
F 
G 
G 
G 
G 
c 
c 
G 
F 
G 
F 
F 
BARTENDER'S UNION 
LOCAL 165 
Supports 
The UNLV 
"Runnin' Rebels" 
'ouf 
food 
nt.aJtes 
friett.ds' 
THE BEST FOOD 
REASONABLY PRICED 
Your Neighbor the 
2875 E. Charleston Blvd. 
TOTO PURCHASING & 
SUPPLY CO INC 
275 S. HIGHLAND 
Y AUGHN McDOWELL 
INCORPORATED 
QERRINGER..:; 
CARPET SERVICE 
3900 WEST DESERT INN ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - 89102 
TELEPHONE - - (702) 876-6333 
39 
1975-76 UNLV SCHOLARSHIP DONORS 
A-1 Bail Bonds; A-1 Roofing & Insulation Co. - Bill Carlson; ABC Union Cab Company; Dr. Charles J. Abdo; Able Check Cashing- Dave Gordon ; Jerry 
.bney's Mobile Home Show; Ace Cab Company; Acme Electric, Gary Adler ; Dr. Joel Adler; Don Aikin; Alexander Grant & Co.; Wayne Alexander; Dr. 
:ichard L. Allen; Jerry Allred - Sunland Motors; Wade Allred - Sunland Motors; Oscar Alterwitz - Walker Furniture; American Printing Co.; Drs. John & 
udith Ameriks; Dr. Stanley Ames; Anderson Dairy; Alan Andersen; Ed Anderson; Farley Anderson; Dr. Paul Anderson; Tom Anderson; Raymond An-
arson - P & R Trading Company; Walt Anderson ; Answering Service, Inc.; Michael Antonio- Wrong Daddy's; Christ Apostelac; Rene Arceneaux; Ardan, 
1c. - Ardan Jewelers & Distributors; Dr. Thomas Armour; Wayne Artus; Jerry Ashby - State Farm Insurance Co.; Renny Ashleman; Atiyeh Chevron; 
ohn Ayoub; and Aztec Industrial Bearing & Supply. 
Leland Eugene Backus; Tom Baggs - First National Bank; The Balcer Company - J. Martell Rud; Dr. R. W. Balin; Mr. & Mrs. Sam Ballenger; Bally Dis-
·ibuting Compnay, Bank of Nevada; Dr. James Barger; Emmett Barnes; Widtsoe Bastian; Bobby Bates; Joe Bauman; John Bayer; Jim Beal - Beal's Royal 
ilass & Mirror; Morris Beal- Beal's Royal Glass & Mirror ; Bill Becker- Children's Bootery; Ernest A Becker; Mr. & Mrs. Pete Becker; Pat Beckwith- West-
rn Rare Coin Brokers ; Bell & Young; Lloyd Bell - Terman Vegas, Inc.; Ray Bell ; Rex Bell; Tom Bell - Terman Vegas, Inc.; Mike Bergemeyer - Bob Olsen 
:ealty Herb Biddulph - Henderson Dodge, Jack Biegger - Fletcher Jones Chevrolet; Jim Bilbray; Robert Blair & Larry Van Sickle; Mr. & Mrs. J . A. Blas-
o, James Blasco; Joe Blasco, Sam Blazek; Gil Blonsley; Jerry Blut; Hank Boag; George Boman - Clark County Wholesale; Dr. Joseph Bongiovi; Don Bor-
Jck - El Portal Luggage; Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Boulware, Dr. John Bowers; Richard Bowler; Tom Bowler; Boyd's International Shell Service; Dr. & Mrs. 
I. L. Boyer; Dr. Sidney Boyers; Charles Boyle, Rod Bradley; Don Brasher; Gary Brennan - Brennan's Ltd.; Lyle Brennan- Brennan's Ltd.; John Brewer; 
:obert Brinton ; Bob Broadbent; Morrey Brodsky, John Brooks; Robert W. Brooks; James Brown; Jay Brown; Joe W. Brown; Ralph Brown; Dr. Richard 
.rowning, Carl Brunson, Vince Bruttomesso - Vince's Realty; Dr. Joseph Bruzzese; Richard Bryan; Kenny Bubke; James Buchanan; Pat Buchanan; Nellie 
-unch Mr. & Mrs. Keith Bunker; Thomas Bunnell & Ray Russell; Ferrell Burgess- Burgess Carpet; Pete Burrell ; and Tom Bushey Texaco. 
C & E Concrete; Caesars Palace; J. Forest Cahlan; Dave Caldwell - Davey's Concessions; Cal Neva Produce -George Filling; Cal Neva -Jerry Ushijima; 
:enneth Callahan -Colwell Co.; Dr. James Callaway , Domingo Cambeiro; Dr. Bruce Cameron; Dr. Dennis Campton; Vaughn Cannon, Jr .; Dennis Kanter ; 
:apri Mobile Park - Howard Thompson, Dr. Leonard Carpi; Donald L. Carson; Walt Casey; Cash - Sullivan - Cross Insurance Agency; Bob Cashell; Jack 
:ason, Charles Catt; Larry Causey - Causey Construction Co.; Ron Causey - Causey Construction Co.; C. R . Cavanaugh; Centennial Chapter American 
-usiness Women's Association, Chapel of the Roses - Don Johnson; Gary Chart; Chateau Vegas Restaurant; Checker Cab; Gene Cherkas; Cherry Construe-
on Co.; Chica!lo Title Co.; Dr. Don Christensen ; Mrs. Don Christensen ; Dr. O.H. Christoffersen ; Churchill Downs Race & Sports Book; Circa Resorts; 
ircus Circus; Claire's Flowers; Dr. Robert Clark; Forrest Clawson; John & Joan Clements; Bob Cline- Sproul Homes; Jack Close; Mel Close; Clover Under-
rriters Tom Cochrane. Phil Cohen - Discount Slots; Jerry Cole; Mickey Cole - Cole Travel Agency at the Hilton; Doug & Naomi Coleman ; Collins Broth-
rs; Lamon Collins; Larry Collins; Dr. Richard Colquitt; Mike Conway - K. C. Publications; Nelson Conway; Jack Coogan; Claude E. Cooke Construction 
:o.; Copa Lounge, Mike & Nancy Corrigan; Manny Cortez; Steve Coulter- Coulter Trailer Sales; Courtesy R. V . Auto & Leasing; Mark Covert- Executive 
ystems, Ltd .; Cox Plumbing, Rad Cox; Cragin & Pike Insurance - Frank Kerestesi; Dr. John Crear; Alan Creel Printing; Doug Crosby; Sandy Cruden -
ieneral Auto Parts; Mike Cummings - Cole Travel Agency at the Frontier; Sheldon Cummings; John E. Curtis -Orville Roberts; and Wendell Cutler. 
David H. Dennis; Bill Daley Masonry; Moe Dalitz; Sam D'Andrea; Chuck Darling; Richard Darnold; Jack & Helen Daseler; Dr. & Mrs. Joel Davidson; 
•avey's Locker; Bob Dazey; Dazey Travel Service; Charles W. Deaner; Pat DeFilippo; Drake Delanoy; Deluca Importing Company; Bob DeMarco; Derby 
urf Club; Danton Electric; Desert Inn; Ray Derryberry; Desert Paint; Desert Springs Hospital; Doug DeSure Corporation; George Deverell; Art Devore; 
arl Dickerson; Cal Diegel; Dr. John DiFiore; Vincent J . DiFiore; Miss Sandy DiGian; Bob Diggins; Dino Realty Company; Disposal Investments; Don 
•edson; Dr. Donald Dombrowski; Mike Dooley; AI Dorfman; Jack Doty; Steve Douglas; Chub Drakulich Golf Scholarship; Dr. Robert Dreier; Roger 
•udley; Jim Dumont; Leo Dunbar; Dunes Hotel; and Durable Developers. 
' ~ 
I 
~THE 
lr NIG.!!,~L~~~~~RY across from the Stardust 
1 AFTER THE GAME, MAKE YOUR 
' OWN POINTS 
~0 
Fine Food, Drink & Live Entertainment 
- featuring -
CHUCK CONLON 
OPEN 24 HOURS EVERDAY 
Jc~..tld.~ ~ bj llarralf!o; 
!1o21 735 • 9504 ~ IU. (702) 588. 3711 
(702 ) 735. 9 505 
J•w•u ~F 
<MSARS PALA<• 
(702) 735 • 8748 
~~ 
i>j~Snn 
(702) 732. 3599 
20% DISCOUNT TO NEVADA RESIDENTS 
NEVADA'S FINEST JEWELRY SALONS 
THE BEST 
IN THE 
WEST 
SMITH & CHANDLER 
229 FREMONT · DOWNTOWN 
WHY NOT SLIP INTO THE PANTIQUE 
AND A PAIR OF NEW LEVI'S TODAY. 
THIRD AND FREMONT· DOWNTOWN 
PONDEROSA NEVADA 
WESTERN WEAR 
304 FREMONT 
GO REBELS! 
2797 S. Maryland Pkwy. 
LAS VEGAS 
1168 Twain Ave. 
At Maryland Pkwy. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
734-8891 
USS FISH N' CHIPS 
USS No. 11 
816 E. Lake Mead Blvd. 
At Las Vegas Blvd. 
North Las Vegas, Nevada 
"Our Ash Catch People" 
uss No. 13 
642 S. Boulder Hwy. 
Henderson, Nevada 
•• 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
3201 SO. MARYLAND PKWY. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 732-9950 
• SPECIALIZING IN SOLAR REFLECTIVE GLASS ~ 
• MIRRORS • MIRRORED WARDROBE DOORS ~ 
1734-97711 
24 HR. EMERGENCY SERVICE 
BOARD Ul' & GWS 
SINCE 1969 
2735 S. INDUSTRIAL RD. , LAS VEGAS 
(Behind Circus Circus Hotel) 
··Insurance for business 
and your family. Call Cragin & Pike 
~Insurance Agency r· 
• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•••••••••••••• 
••• • 
• •• 
• • 
••• 
• 
Cragin SPike 
INSURANCE 
320 SOUTH THIRD STREET 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
382-1111 
Serving Nevada since 1909 
41 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS (Cont.) 
Dr. J. Lawrence Earl ; Vern Edmondson, Dale Edwards; Dee Egbert; Marv Einerwold · Turf Sporting Goods; Dr. Roy Eklund; El Cortez Hotel; Frank 
lis . The Village Pub; Chuck Eisner; Dr. Louis Emeterio; Jerry Engel - Elmer Fox & Co.; Phil Engel ·Elmer Fox & Co.; Dillon England; Earl Epprecht · 
s Vegas Dodge; Blake Esauk - Holiday Marine; Escape Travel Agency; Dr . Chet Eskey; Darell Eubanks; Dr. Charlie Evans· Animal Birth Control Cl inic 
d Dr. James Evans. 
Fair & Davis Realty ; Mickey Falba; Dr. Harold Feikes; Walt Felgar · Felgar Insurance Co.; Fenix & Scisson , Inc.; Enessy Ficklin ; Royce Ficklin ; Bob 
~lden, Ed Fike- Lawyers Title Co.; Mr. & Mrs. James Fillmore, Cliff Findlay; Pete Findlay ; Pete Findlay Oldsmobile; Don Fine - Cuzzen's Men's Stores; 
. Joseph Fink; First American Title Co. - Nick M. Zagaris; First National Bank of Nevada ; First Western Savings Association; Flamingo Hilton Hotel; 
1e Flame Restaurant; Flamingo Pools; Dr. Steve Fleming; Ben Flippin - Flippin Realty ; The Flying Dutchman; Dr . Hugh Follmer ; Lilly & Wing Fang; 
B. Ford Insurance Adjusters; Duane Foremaster; Robert Foster; Four Queens Hotel & Casino; Mr . & Mrs. Abe Fox - Foxy's Deli ; Framing Associates · 
n Dixon, Mr. & Mrs. Sergio Franchi ; Brock & Barbara Fraser; Bob & Lois Freeman ; Fremont Hotel ; F. Dale Frehner; Dr . Louis Friedman ; Frontier 
>tel; Friendly Ford; Stan Fulton; and John Fusch. 
Games of Nevada , Mark W. Garnett; Tony & Clara Gamez; AI Garbian ; Alan Garth; Vince Garth · Garth Insurance Agency ; Vince Garth, Jr. · Garth In-
ranee Agency ; Gerald P. Garvey; Jerry Garvin ; Gaudin Ford - Don Ackerman ; Mike Gaughan · Royal Inn Casino; Duke Gavin; Gene's Distributing Co.-
lylan Davies; Bert Gentsel - Panorama Market; Dr. Elias Ghanem; Don Gilday ; Doug Gilkey; John Gledhill - Sans Mobil; Dr. Thomas Glushien ; Golden 
1te Hotel & Casino; Dan Goldfarb; Golf Club Motel; Dr. Robert Goldman; Don Goodman ; Dr. Jordan Goodman ; Goodman & Snyder; Max Goat; Gar-
'" Realty , Steve Gordon - Merchant of Vegas, Inc. ; Grace Corporation; Ken Gragson; John Grandi; Art Grant- Honest John's; Gray Line Tours of Nev-
a; Hank Greenspun; David Greenspun ; Toy Gregory; Dr. Francis P. Grenn; Griffin Investigations; Earl Gripentrog; Robert Grossan ; Hacienda Hotel; and 
trnie Gutierrez. 
Mike Haddad; Joe Hagan , Mr. & Mrs. C. Bill Haines; Chuck Hale ; Haley & Wirth ; Dick Hall; Art Ham, Jr .; Artemus W. Ham Ill ; Don Hamblin; Dr . 
mnie Hammargren; Dennis Haney, Jack Hapgood; Harden Insurance Agency- Max Harden ; Harden Insurance Agency · Carl Shockey; Wallace Harriman ; 
don Hardy · Hardy's OK Tire; Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co.; Haskins & Sells; Ralph Haven; Dale Hayes; John Hayes; Carl Heavin ; Don Henson; Jerry 
!rbst; Bob Herry, Ron Hibberd; Lillian Hicks- Algiers Hotel ; Dr. Gerald Higgins; Vern Highley; Jimmy Hill; Jay Hodapp; Bill Hofferd ·1 9th Hole; Dr. 
lward Hoffman, Holiday Casino; Dr. Michael Hollingshead; W. L. Holst; John Holten; Alex Hamberger - B. H. & A Holding Company; Duke Hoover; 
Jrseshoe Hotel & Casino; House of Lamps; Barry Hunt's Chevron Service; and Richard Huntington . 
Ideal Office Equipment - Evan Eisenberg; Ideal Supply Co. - Paul Smith; Donald lglinski; International Dress Shop- Fred Glusman; and lrman Corp-
ation - Somerset House Motel . 
Jay Jackson , Dr . Ted Jacobs; Morrie Jaeger ; Eddie Jaffe , Mike Jaffe; John Jakobe; Jamari Galleries- Jim & Mary Patterson; Earl Jaramillo - Las Vegas 
•rtilizer, George Jaramillo - Las Vegas Fertilizer; Joe Jaramillo · Las Vegas Fertilizer; Jarico Foods ; William "Bill" Jefferson ; Norman Jenkins - Master 
1ase Co .. Roland Jenkins - Jenkins Plastering; Jerry's Nugget; Joe's Bail Bonds; John John's ; Larry Johnson ; Charley Johnson; Bob Johnston · House of 
1mps, Joe Johnston; Karen Johnston , Alec Johnstone Insurance Agency ; Herb Jones; Burdette Jones - Family Shoe Store; Dr. James Jones; Jeffrey & 
ui Jones, Paul Jones; Dr . Reuben Jones; Frank Joy; Jim Joyce, and Jerry Justus . 
K. L. Holding Co. of Nevada ; Joe Kacel - The Elbow Room; Brian Kantor ; Dr. Gary Kantor ; Ron Kantor ; Norm Kaplan -Tarman Vegas, Inc.; Chris 
lramanos; Mr. & Mrs. Leroy Karres ; Mike Katz · Manpower , Inc.; Jim & Sophie Katzman ; Herb Kaufman ; Jim Kavinsky; Norman Kaye ; Bill Keairnes; 
!ece W. Keller; Kellog- Taylor Insurance Agency ; Dr. John Kelly; Ken Keltner; Keltner, Milan & Co ., CPA's; Fred Kennedy - Turf Equipment Company; 
uy Kent, Bob Kesel ; Dr. Charles J. Kilduff ; Rodney K. Killian; Bruce King; Dr . Harry King; Wayne King - Hilti , Inc. ; Tommy Kirk ; Dr. Eugene Kirsh-
tum - Angel Nevada Pet Clinic, Phillip A. Klempnauer; Keith Kleven ; Frank Klosowski ; Dick & Evelyn Koeb; Frank & Nadine Koempel; Dr . Richard 
ohlmeyer, Wally Kolberg; Kana Kai Motor Inn, Duke Kottum - Stadium Saloon ; Ed Kovacs ; Ralph & Edie Kraemer; and Wesley Krause . 
Chicago Title 
Congratulates 
UN LV and the Runnin' Rebels 
FOUR OFFICES TO SERVE YOU 
LAS VEGAS 
702/385-6811 
428 South Third Street 
702/385-6811 702/385-6811 
953 E. Sahara , Suite 21-B 2915 W. Charleston Blvd. 
HENDERSON 
702/565-6491 
26-B Water Street 
Real 
Corporation 
1580 desert inn 
las vegas , nevada 891 09 
(702) 732-3138 
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE BROKER 
We Specialize 
Leasing and Management 
Office Buildings, Shopping Centers 
Restaurant Sites 
Retail Hotel Space 
Feasibility Studies 
,~ 
t the Home of 
Famous Brands 
The You Know 
and Trust, t 
t at Discount Prices 
t 953 E. Sahara Ave. Commercial Center 650 So. Decatur Charleston Heights Shpg. Ctr. 
State Wide Investigations, Inc. 
STATE WIDE SECURITY SERVICE 
JOHN A. DELUCA 
PRESIDENT 
702/382-2206 
2750 MARYLAND PARKWAY 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 
BEST WISHES 
The De Sure Corporation 
DOUG DE SURE 
CHRIS BARRY 
THE LITTLE RED HOUSE 
CHICAGO JOE'S 
Sit by the Fireplace and Enjoy 
Our Great Sandwiches, Pan Pizza 
or Crabs and Claws 
820 SOUTH 4TH STREET 
382-5246 
WEEKDAYS 
11 :30 A.M . to 12 Midnight 
SAT. & SUN. 
4:00P.M. to 12 Midnight 
43 
44 
DRAPERIES 
CARPETS 
COMPLETE DECORATING 
385-3100 
385-2366 
Best Wislles 
PETER SIMON 
ENERAL AUTO PARTS INC. 
"Las Vegas Pioneer Jobber" 
TOM GARDNER 
President 
PAINT AND SMALL ENGINE DISTRIBUTOR 
900 Las Vegas Boulevard South 
382-7741 
cus cauo·s is not just 
another Italian Restaurant, 
but a delightful 
MEDITERRANEAN 
ADVENTURE! 
FEATURING 
• FINE ITALIAN CUISINE 
• GOURMET SPECIAL 
" GALLO'S HOUSE WINES 
• AFTER 12 MICNIGHT 
ITALIAN FAVORITES 
NOW! LIVE ENTERTAINMENT- FRIDAY /SATURDAY / 
SUNDAY FROM MIDNIGHT .. ... 
SHIPMATES LOUNGE 
PATRICIA MURPHY'S 
SHAMROCK INSURANCE 
"The hard to insure are easy for us" 
For the most complete insurance service on .. 
HOMES • AUTOS • BOATS 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
LIFE • HEALTH • COMMERCIAL 
1924 E. CHARLESTON BLVD. 
HOME OF 
YIIKER 
IJMI 
385-2518 
NEW YORK MEATS & PROVISIONS, INC. 
Nevada's Leading Purveyors 
of Eastern Prime Meats to 
Hotels and Restaurants 
2760 Highland Drive 
Telephone 735~3013 
Retail Store Hours : 
7 a.m . to 5 p.m . 
Wholesale Hours: 
7 a.m. to 5 p.m . 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS (Cont.) 
L TR Stage Lines, L & W, Inc.; Lady Luck Casino; George LaGrange- Home Lumber; Harry Lahr; Herb Laikin ·Imperial Carpet Company; Dr. S. Jos-
eph LaMancusa; Senator Floyd Lamb; Sheriff Ralph Lamb; Henry Lamborn; Landmark Hotel; Larry Larkin, Big Town Plumbing; Ray Larsen - Larsen 
Electric; Dr. Don Larson; Bill LaRusso; Las Vegas Auto - Truck Plaza; Las Vegas Club; Las Vegas Distributing Co.; Las Vegas Hilton Hotel; Latter-Day 
Book & Supply - Mr. & Mrs. George Cichoski; Mrs. Mary Laub; Duane Laubach; Laventhol & Horwath; Lawrence Mayflower Moving & Storage; Senator 
Paul Laxalt; Bert Leavitt · Leavitt Insurance Agency; Myron Leavitt; Dr. Roaul Leavitt; Eddie LeBaron; Allen Lee; Danny Lee; Judge Robert Legakes; Dr. 
John Leitch, Mr. & Mrs. Hank Leitner; Larry Levine; Roy & Sally Levine; AI Levy; Sid Levy; Cal Lewis; Leo Lewis; Lilyan P. Lewis; Dr. & Mrs. B. J . Lilly; 
Lawrence Lippold; Lionel, Sawyer, Collins & Wartman; Dr. Ralph Litton; Jim Litwiller; Longley Construction Company; Lotus Inn; Ed Luboff Trophies; 
Dr. & Mrs. Joel Lubritz; Art Lurie- World Liquor; Jerry Lykins; L. D. "Doc" Lyons and Dr. Robert Lysgaard. 
MGM Grand Hotel; Dr. Vance MacDonald; Michael Mack; Joe C. Magee; Cal Magleby; Tony Mancari; Dr. Fred Marasso; Irving Marcus; Dr. Anthony M. 
Marlen; Brenda Mason; Ron Mason; AI Mastenbrook; Bill Mattern; M. Gene Mateucci; Dr. & Mrs. M. E. Maule; Dr. J. K. McBeath; J. L. McCowan Drywall 
& Painting Company; Jim McDaniel; Vaughn McDowell - Toto Construction; McKesson Liquor; Bernie McMahon; James H. McMahon; Terry McMelroy; 
Joe McNaMee; W. C. McMillan -Chub Drakulich Schol.; Dr. Dwight Meierhenry; Mercy Ambulance Services; Thomas A. Messina; Andrew Mikulich; Bob 
Miles - Quality Construction Co.; Dr. Edward Miller; Dr. Harvey Miller; Dr. Russel Miller; Ray Millisor; Bob Mills; Budd Milner; Mirabelli & Associates; 
Mark Miscevic. Matthews Realty; Jerry Modglin; Gerald Moffitt; Charlie Mohler; Irwin Molasky - Paradise Development Co.; Joe Molinaro; Mr. & Mrs. 
Richard Moll; Dr. & Mrs. Michael Montgomery; Paul Moore· Boulevard Market; John Morgan; Kenneth & June Morgan; Sonny Morris; Vivienne & Bill 
Morris; Dan Morrison; Mike Mottus; Charles Mowery Chevron; Emmett Munley; Jack Mutnick; Bob Myers; Dave Myers; Don Myers ·Self Service Furni· 
ture; and Mel Myers. 
Nick Naff; Dr. Nafees Nagy; John Nahra- Transportation Unlimited; NAMCO- Zach Katz; National Care of Nevada; National Homes Services; Warren 
Navo; Miles Nay - Mechanical Contractor; Naylor Realty; Hugh Neal; Joe Neeley; Edward Nelson; Dr. Erven Nelson; Hotel Nevada - Bill Boyd; Nevada 
Beverage Company; Nevada Independents Insurance Association; Nevada National Bank; Nevada Ready Mix; Nevada Savings & Loan; Nevada Sporting 
Goods; Nevada State Bank; Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Newton; New York Meats; Dr. Lowell T. Niebaum; Robert & Delores Nielsen; Walt Nielson; Nita Twain; 
Hank & Cheryl Nolte; Walter V. Norwood; and Sherm Nugent. 
Dr. David Oberkircher; Governor Mike O'Callaghan; Wendell Olk; O'Rourke Plumbing; Jim Orr · Casbah Bar & Restaurant; Nick & Susan Ortolano; 
and Rick Owens. 
P. D. Distributing Company; Lou Pace · King Arthur's ; Ray Paglia; Larry Pavcovic; Palm Mortuary- Jerry Woodbury; Mr. & Mrs. Joe Pante; Pete Pap· 
pas; Pardee Construction Co.; Jim Park; Park Roofing; R. G. Park Electric; Robert Passofaro; Dick Passow; Jesse Paulk- Major Mechanical Contractors; 
Wi lliam Paull; Dr. Hugo Paulson; Bob Payne; Dr. John Payne; Roy Payne· Special Service Supply Co.; J & J Pearce; Wayne Pearson; Bill Peccole; Robert 
N. Peccole; Mr. Michael Peikoff; Virginia B. Pendleton; J.C. Penney Co.; Pepsi Cola Foundation; Mickey Perlowine - Valley Motors; Doug Peterson; Jack 
Petitti; Douglas and Sharon Petty; Phillips '66 Distributors; Dr. Sam Pick; Pierce Glass Co; Pierce, Inc.; Dr. & Mrs. William B. Pike; Pink's Produce; Tony 
Pitch; Tony Pitch Travel Services, Inc.; Tony Pitch Travel Services· In Memory of Jack Walsh; Plant World- Jerry Harrison; Mr. Mrs. John Pokrzyk; Jerry 
Pol is; Charles Polk; Emil Polk Realty; Peggy Polk; Dave and Karen Powell; Sidney Powell; Dr. John Pretto; Burt Purdue; Tom Pursel. 
Ted Quirk. 
Art and Vicki Rader; Rainbow Club; Tommy Raines, W.W. Vending Co.; Dennis Rambicur; John A. Ramsey; George Randall; Marc Ratner; REAL 
Corporation; Rebel Britches; Peggy Reber; Rod Reber; Franklin D. Reed; Harry Reid; Larry J. Reid, Court Reporting, L TO.; REM Construction - Bob 
McCachren; Donald W. Reynolds Foundation; Dr. Leonard Rhodes; David M. Rice- The Rice Paddy; Gary Ridgeway; Ron Rieger- Ronco Media; Richard 
& Mary Ries; Gene & Patti Rigdon; George Rios; Dr. Dan Ripplinger; Lyle Rivera; Riviera Hotel; Road Runner Realty· Ron Domenick; Dr. W. V. Rober-
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
T • DRAPERIES • FURNITURE 
VINYL FLOORS • WALLPAPER 
RE-UPHOLSTERY 
BURGESS CARPET 
5000 W. CHARLESTON BLVD. 
878-3851 870-4877 
BURTON BAIL BONDS 
228 Las Vegas Blvd. N. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
24 HOUR SERVICE - ANYWHERE - ANYTIME 
Owner -Agent 
Phone 382-4489 
~ DALE PFEIFER JAN PFEIFER 
L & H &UILDERS SUPPLY@. 
PINK'S PRODUCE CO. 
The First With The Finest 
SAM PINK - President 
3275 Pinks Place 
45 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS (Cont.} 
son; Will Roberts Corporation Realtor; Nate Robinson; Pat Robinson; Richard Robles; Joe Rockwell; James Rogers; Sig Rogich- R & R Advertising; Ted 
Rogich; Dr. Joseph Rojas; Rader Rollins - Statewide Lighting; Romano Realty - Don Romano; Dr. Donald Romeo; Thomas T . Romersa; Dan Romero-
Paradise Pools; Larin Ronnow- Clark County Wholesale; Lon Rothey; Mrs. Barbara Ruggeroli; Dr. & Mrs. Charles Ruggeroli; Howard Ruppre - Hoffmeist-
er Cabinets; and Robert L. Ruymann. 
Allen Sachs; Safeway Stores; Sahara Hotel; Sahara Saloon; Sands Hotel; Lou Sanchez; Gordon Sarret; Elliot Sattler; Dr. Joseph Scalley; Barbara 
Schick; Henry P. Schlacks; Larry Schmitt; Siegfried Schneiderman- Siegfried Knits, Inc.; Schnider- Balch Insurance Agency; Dave Schulman; Mr. & Mrs. 
David Schumacher; Bill Scobie; Dr. Richard Scott; Dr. Arman Scully; Dan Seaton; Pat Sedillo; Dr. Marv Sedway; Jerry Seiler; Seven-Eleven Stores- Bob 
Sally; Buzz Shafer; Jerry Shafer; Robert Shaw Construction; David Shay- Eagles's Nest Sporting Shop; Dr. John Shepherd; Parvin E. Shepperson, Jr.; Jim 
L. Shetakis · Shetakis Wholesale; Ron Shores - Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith; George Sidwell; Sierra Orthopaedic Group; Marvin Sillman; E. T. 
Silva - Silva Builders Supply; Mike Silvagni - Heritage Realty; Silver Nugget; Silver Slipper; Silver State Supply; Dr. Ray Simister; Peter Simon; Dr. Richard 
Singer; Skaggs Drug Stores; Jerry and Judy Skinner; Andy Skurski Realty; Mike Sloan; Slots-A-Fun; Jay Smeder; Robert L. Smith Contractors; Paul Smit-
ley Construction Co.; Dr. Charles Snavely; So. Nevada Mortgage Bankers' Association; Sons of Erin; So. Nevada Tennis Patrons; Carlton SK Soong; South-
lwest Securities Development Co. - Tom Wiesner; Brian K. Spavin; Doug Spavin; AI Spino; Dr. Gerald Sprague; Dr. Michael Stafford; Stansberry Con-
struction Co.; Stardust Hotel; Steel, Inc. - Stan Johnson; Dr. Leon Steinberg; Mrs. Leon Steinberg; Ralph Steiner; Dr. William K. Stephan; Dr. Edward 
Stevens; David Stevenson and Dennis Tate; Dixon Stewart; Mike Stirling; Mike Stone; Mort Stone; Louis B. Stowell ; Dr. Strimling; Dr. Murton Strimling; 
Strip Check Cashing Service - Ed Frank; J. Emmett Sullivan; John Sullivan; Summa Corporation; Sun Outdoor Advertising Co.; Sunrise Hospital; George 
Swarts; Dr. Neil Swissman; and Mr. Sy's. 
Leo D. Tafolla - Bankers Realty; Evie Tallon; Richard Tam Enterprises; Bill Tanaka; Taylor Construction Co.; linda Taylor; Marcel Taylor; Major 
General R. G. Taylor; Teamsters Local No. 995; Charlie Teel - Sahara Nevada Country Club; Hugh Templeton; Arthur P. Texel; Art Thomas; Judge J. 
Charles Thompson; Chuck Thompson; Dick Thompson's Home Realty; Helen Thompson; Thurderbird Hotel; Merlin Thurgood- Quality Construction Co.; 
Ronald Thurgood Quality Construction Co.; J. A. Tiberti Construction Co.; Bob Timm; Title Insurance Co.; Bill Titus- Garehime Music Co.; John Tobin; 
Gary Tolliver; Dr. Glenn Tueller; Tom Turner; Mr. & Mrs. James Tuthill. 
Union Plaza Hotel; United Coin Company; W. J. Urga; W. R. Urga; U.S. Shoe Corporation - Jack Kelly. 
VTN Engineers; Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Vale; Valley Bank of Nevada; Van's Builders Supply; Robert Vaughn ; Vegas Materials; Vegas Paints; Vegas Village 
Beauty Salon South ; Mario Lewis Ventura; Villa D'Este- Joe Pignatello; Dr. Charles Vinnik; VIP Realty- Jay Pennington; Alan Vitkus, Ed Von Tobel, Jr.; 
Jean Von Tobel. 
Jim Wade; Jerry Wadsworth; Scott Wallace; Ward & Ward Contractors and Designers; Phil Warner; Barry Wasden - 1Hallmark in the Blvd.; Dr. David 
Wasserman; Gary Wattenbarger - Golden West Pharmacy; Bill Weaver; Brad Welch; Don Welcher - Stadium Saloon ; Bob Weld; George and Debra Weller; 
David F. Welles; Wells Cargo; Chuck Wenner; W. Dale West; Western Airlines; Western Linen Rental Company; Western Title Company; Lloyd Whitney -
Whitney's Texaco; Whittlesea Blue Cab Co. -Jim Bell; Wiener, Goldwater, Galatz, and Waldman; M.J. Wiens, Jr.; Ted Wiens; William Wilgus; Dr. Daniel 
Wilkes; Williams Electronics; Aaron Williams; Bob Williams; Dr. Robert Williams; Allyn Wilson and Gayle Gibson; Dean Wilson - Wilson Imperial Mortgage 
Co .; Don Wilson - Wilson Enterprises; Dr. William Wilson; John Winn; Ted and Cyn Winzer ; Bob Wiseman - American Computer Supply; Paul Wolfson-
Imperial Carpet; Bruce Woodbury; Roy Woofter; Work Clothes Rental Co.; Dick Worthen; Sid Wyman. 
Gary Yates and AI Madrid; Young and Rue Moving and Storage; John Yoxen. 
Kenneth H. Zahn; Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Zepeda; Zick and Sharp Architects;; Don Zimmer- Air Filter Service; Zuni Construction Co.- Bob Scott; and 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Zygmont. 
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HOLE IN THE WALL 
For The Best Italian Food 
in Town 
4041 Audrie at Flamingo 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
JET AIRCRAFT LEASING AND CHARTERING 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
(702) 732-7474 
735-8844 
(800) 634-6509 
870-9444 
444 SOUTH DECATUI BLVD. LAS VEGAS 
HERE'S TO A GREAT SEASON 
FOR THE RUNNING REBELS 
FROM 
BERNIE BUCKLEY 
MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT 
SPONSORED BY 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO. 995 
ELECTRIC, INC. 
....,_] a subsidiary of 
.. DYNALECTROH CORPORATION 
1919 Industrial Road o Las Vegas. Nevada 89114 
See the 6 beautifully furnished models decorated by 
Robert Piorkowski of Design Center, Las Vegas 
Single Family Residences 
By The Collins Brothers 
If you haven't seen Spanish Oaks yet, 
you couldn't possibly imagine the concept 
in luxury the Collins Brothers 
have created just for your living pleasure. 
Spanish Oaks is the ultimate, a 
carefully designed community of individually 
detached homes clustered in 
Spanish courtyard surroundings. When 
you visit the six beautifully furnished models 
on West Sahara at 3300, you will 
then realize there has never been a place 
like Spanish Oaks. 
BOTTLING COMPANY 
3816 SOUTH CINDER LANE 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102 
COUPON - COUPON - COUPON - COUPON 
EXPIRES APRIL 10, 1976 
ce 
A & W FAMILY RESTAURANT 
401 Las Vegas Blvd. South 
OFFERS ALL UNLV SUPPORTERS 
-SPECIAL-
2 PAPA BURGERS FOR 99ct- Reg. $1 .80 
GOOD AT ABOVE ADDRESS ONLY 
COUPON- COUPON- COUPON - COUPON 
. ......................................................................... "''''''"''"''"'' 
van II 
BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC. 
1222 WESTERN STREET 
382-5566 
1401 NORTH DECATUR BLVD. 
870-3010 
~ .............................................. " ............................................. . 
• AUTO SEAT COVERS • GENERAL AUTO REPAIRS 
& CUSTOM • AUTO AIR CONDITIONING 
UPHOLSTERY INTERIORS • BAmRIES 
• CONVERTIBLE TOPS • COMPLETE ENGINE 
• FRONT-END SERVICE OVERHAULS 
• COMPI ETE DRUM & DISC • MUFFLERS & EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
BRAKE SERVICE • SHOCK ABSORBERS & RIDE 
I 735 5998 ~• WHEEL ALIGNMENT CONTROL PRODUCTS • TIRES • • WHEEL BALANCE • ELECTRONIC ENGINE TUNE-UPS ¥i ::::;p;........__~ NEVADA'S LARGEST CAll CAllE CfNTfR 
1191 E. Sahara Ave. At Maryland Parkway LAS VEGAS 
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.a 
GDDDLIFE 
UniOn FEDERAL SAVInGS 
2887 MARYLAND PARKWAY 
AT VEGAS VALLEY 
732-7777 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
from 
Araserv-
"The People Pleasers" 
serving all your food 
and beverage needs 
at the 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
UNLV 
SONG LEADERS 
1975-76 UNLV SONGLEADERS are fron row (left to 
right) Waynette James, Yvonne Hunter, and Kim Singer. 
Middle row: Shirley Harper, Cindy Satterfield, Jill Frank , 
and Yvonne Atkinson. Back row: Advisor Joan Gillette, 
Sheree Calhoun, Gloria Smith and Bonita Wickliffe. 
27U7 llilllYI~ilNJ) t•illllil,~lY 
11% DISCOUNT TO UNLV REBEL BOOSTER 
Warm woods, newly opened wine crates and 
sparkling Tiffany lamps surround the desert's 
most substantial and distinctive collection of: 
CALIFORNIA WINES • IMPORTED BEERS 
ON ICE • WINES FROM EACH OF THE 
WORLD'S MAJOR WINE PRODUCING 
COUNTRIES • SPIRITS • NEW YORK 
STATE WINES • CRYSTALWARE 
GOURMET CHEESES • OUR OWN WINE 
ROOM LINED WITH THOUSANDS OF 
BOTTLES OF WINE . . . 
Wine Tasting Every Day . 
IN SUNRISE CITY SHOPPING CENTER 732-0121 
edillo 
Landscaping & Sprinkler 
. 
tnc. 
HYDRO-SEEDING • PLANTER CURBS 
SEE US FOR AU PLANTING NEEDS 
II"' Sprinld... Systems • 
Automatic & Ma11ual 
II"' Patios & Driveways 
II"' Commercial & Reside11tial 
FREE ESTIMATES 
I 876-4116 1 
II"' Clean-U,s "A NEVADA PIONEER SINCE 1954" 
GOOD LUCK REBELS! 
R. G. PARK ELECTRIC CORP. 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
Commercial/Industrial 
3350 Wynn Road 878-1860 
Hoo:.JN FOODS 
~ARM ~~-WAYS 
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
41 No. Mojave Road • Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
II"' $u4 Ha•llq 3360 5. DECATUIILVD. LAS Vml"llf Telephone 702/ 382-1100 
CliAPAl,L\ 
RESTAURANT 
A uthentic M exican 
Atmosphere & Cuisine 
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC 
COCKTAILS - WINE & BEER 
FOOD TO GO 
BANQUET ROOM - HOLDS 60 
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 A.M. 'TIL 2 A.M. 
385-9809 
J8l5 E. CHARLESTON LAS 
• 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
728SOUTH 1STSTREET 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
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• Ill. 
SALES 
SERVICE 
PARTS 
RENTALS 
2771 South Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
734-7991 
{702} 739-8422 
ALEC JOHNSTONE 
INSURANCE INC. 
1555 E. Flamingo Rd. • Suite 158 · Las Vega•, Nevada 89109 
We have everything 
for goo under this hat 
~~­
''U'Mm e¢ ~ 
ea~·· 
COCKTAILS ..... 
DINNER TILL MIDNIGHT 
& 
GRAVEYARD MENU 
TILL?? 
2 BLOCKS WEST OF 
UNLV CAMPUS 
736-3044 
171 E. TROPICANA 
~ DOT'S FOR *EST. 1945 [ FLOWERS* MAICO ELECTRONICS 
• FLOWER SHOP 1253 Las Vegas Blvd. So. * 
: 808 Las Vegas Blvd. So. 384-9888 : 
• 
382
-
7511 ON THE STRIP : 
: 11/~ ti-e 0~ NEAR ALL MAJOR HOTELS * J . P. TOBIN CERTIFIED HEARING AID AUDIOLOGIST 
~ DEMANDS THE FINEST ' ;-·::,_;,- CONVENTIONS !f9t 
~ Everything in Flowers Convention Headqllllrters ~- A SPECIALTY r 1' '1 ~ FRED&DONNAMIDDENDORF Dwaers v.'-~ SERVING :~ TOBIN HEARING AID CENTER 
: Ope';; p M ;~- LAS VEGAS * ~ S A.~u~~ays - - - · .~ · SIN.CE 1940 1164 EAST TWAIN, LAS VEGAS , NEV . 73S-0194 ~ 10A.M. to '· ... · 
• 1 P . M . 
. 
' 
•••• Wisltes 
''No nonsense panty hose!' 
The Best in 
Fit and 
Comfort! 
DISTRIBUTED B 
GENE'S DISTRIBUTING, INC. 
3131 SO. HIGHLAND • LAS VEGAS NEV. 
•ROLLERS 
•BARRETTES 
•BRUSHES 
• SHOWER CAPS 
•WIND BONNETS 
•MUCH MORE 
SKAGGS HAS 
5- CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS! 
AT SKAGGS ... WE CARRY A VERY 
COMPLETE LINE OF TIP-TOP HAIR 
PRODUCTS! THEY'RE THE BEST! 
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UN L V's Division of Continuing Education and Department 
of Intercollegiate Athletics 
present 
JERRY TARKANIAN BASKETBALL CAMPS 1976 
WHO'S INVITED? Boys and girls between age 8 and the junior year in high school. 
You will be grouped and instructed according to age. 
THREE SESSIONS will be offered- Monday through Friday, 9 :00a.m.- 1:00 p.m.: 
June 7-11 (For boys only) 
June 14-18 (For girls only) 
June 21-25 (For boys only) 
CLASS WILL MEET in the new Paul McDermott Physical Education Complex on the UNLV campus, where there 
are two new air-conditioned gyms and other modern facilities. 
WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT? The fundamentals of basketball will be stressed: passing, dribbling, offensive and defen-
sive footwork, defensive stance, ball handling, rebounding techniques, plus a strong emphasis on your shooting 
techniques. 
DAILY CLASSROOM SESSIONS will highlight technique and strategy, with film sessions and instruction on rules 
and officiating. Also : full-court, organized, officiated games are scheduled each day. 
INSTRUCTION will be geared to you, individually; lots of personal attention is built into this program. 
YOUR INSTRUCTORS? UNLV basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian and his coaching staff. The entire camp is organ-
ized by "Tark," one of the great basketball masters, who will be on the floor personally instructing each student. 
You'll get the best from the best. 
REGISTRATION is a breeze: just complete the attached form and return it with your check. The fee is $60 for a 
one-week session, and includes the Basketball Camp T-shirt, notebook, refreshments, and special awards. Enroll-
ment is limited, so register right away! 
Plan to bring trunks, T-shirt and basketball shoes to camp. 
For MORE INFORMATION, call the UNLV office of Conferences and Institutes: 739-3394 
REGISTRATION: JERRY TARKANIAN BASKETBALL CAMP- 1976 
Enclosed is my check for $60 made payable to the Board of Regents, UN LV. 
NAME ____________________________________ __ 
AGE ---- PHONE -------------
ADDRESS _______________________________________________ ZIP CODE ________ __ 
Please check one: 
Boys Only - Session I: June 7 through 11 -----
Girls Only- Session II: June 14 through 18-----
Boys Only- Session Ill: June 21 through 25-----
Mail to: Office of Conferences and Institutes 
Frazier Hall, Room 109 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154 
-------------------------------------------------
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SHOP AT SKAGGS FOR ALL YOUR 
"PERSONAL CARE" NEEDS ... 
YOU'LL IND THEM AT 
LOWER PRICES!! 
BEST 
I SHES 
EBELS! 
MIST STYLING 
DRYER 
ATTS OF DRYING POWER 
99 
MODEL 
SD-3 
COMES WITH 3-ATT AC 
MENTS ... 3-POSITION HEA 
FREE DRINK WITH YOUR TICKET 
FREE DRINK WITH YOUR TICKET STUB AFTER TONITES GAME 
Michael Gaughan & Frank loti's 
~oyalf/nn · 
ALL DRINKS ~ .. Casino ~ 
so¢ T "T 
305 CONVENTION CENTER DRIVE 
LIMIT ONE PER ADULT CUSTOMER 
FREE 
PARKING 
